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FOR AN ATTRACTIVE, POWERFUL BODY
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BEFORE WE
START

This program, like all of my content,
was written the way that I actually
talk.

So if a play-on-words or a grammar
error offends you and distracts you
from the purpose of you making this
purchase (which should be reaching
your body goals), then this may not
be the program for you lol. 

With that being said, if you enjoy the
random comical punch and some
good natured fun while learning,
you're in the right place. So, let's set
some new goals. Read this guide with
the intention to gain knowledge and
implement.

I know the feeling of coming across
an awesome program, getting excited
to finally being able to improve
yourself, but... eventually letting life's
challenges overwhelm you and get in
the way of your personal goals. 

I know, it sucks.

At the end of the day, you can have
the perfect workout program with the
most effective nutrition plan, but it
will never work without Consistent
Execution. You must show up day
after day and do the work. 

I wish there was an easier way, but if
you want the results, you need to hold
yourself accountable! 
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A LITTLE ABOUT THOUA LITTLE ABOUT THOU
Before we get started, no matter how you feel about yourself and your body right now, no
matter what you’ve been through and no matter how much knowledge you may currently
lack…

It’s never too late to REBUILD your body, mindset and health for the BETTER. With this
program, we’re going to build a better you with PRECISION, that will last for the rest of your
life… IF you practice these HABITS throughout this program.

It still sounds weird to even say that I owned a gym. Growing up, I was always that skinny fat
kid. Which is, by my definition, when you look skinny with clothes on (thin legs and arms) but
when your shirt comes off, there’s this GUT chilling over your belt and maybe even some man
boobs depending on how many slices of pizza you had that day. 

What really sucked was, the older I got being this way, the more I was convinced that I would
always be like this... As if it were a part of who I was.

I was never into working out in my youth, I was more of a hooper. To be honest, I didn't
actually start working out consistently until I was 25. Like most people, when I first started
going to the gym, I had absolutely NO IDEA what the hell I was doing.

I would literally walk into the gym, do 5 sets of bicep curls, go home, look in the mirror, and
be Frustrated because I still had my man boobs… And that was just Day 1. I knew nothing
about structuring my training, I just looked at what I saw other people doing who had a
similar body that I wanted and copied them. Not taking into account that there's levels to it.

--

A little bit about me, I’m the previous Co-Owner of Mogul Fitness Training
Center , a personal training gym based in Lombard, IL.  You can hear more about

my story by clicking here , but first, finish reading this guide. 

Rebuild With Precision © 2019 Najee Kelley | RebuildWithPrecision.com     
--

http://www.brownvegan.com/podcast/najeekelley
http://rebuildwithprecision.com/
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ABOUT THOU
So, after years of frustration and many setbacks, I decided to make it a life long goal of mine to
figure this whole "fitness thing" out for myself, and really understand the following:

Why do we get fat in the first place, and how to prevent it from happening. 
How food affects us, internally and externally.
How to eat to build muscle
How do we actually grow muscle 
How to properly train to build muscle and a lot more.

After years of studying, experimenting and getting results, I  can say that I finally figured all this
"stuff" out. As it turns out, there is an actual science to rebuilding your physique; a science of
Methods and HABITS, emphasis on habits, because that’s usually the downfall.

After scratching my own itch, building and developing those habits, and turning fitness into a
lifestyle that I now enjoy, I've set out with a new goal to help others who are struggling with the
same issues I did. This is what I teach to all of my in-person clients and my online coaching
clients .

Whether those issues are being skinny fat, overweight, too skinny, unhealthy, etc. 

The goal is to improve your overall quality of life, and for me, that includes:

Having your dream body (let's just be honest, who doesn't want to look good naked)
Having self-confidence, feeling great about the person you've become
Having a high self-esteem, which can lead to better interactions with others because you're
no longer so critical of yourself. 
Having the energy to perform better at work, spend time with your kids and spouse, etc. 

Hence, the reason for me writing this book.

I’ve been both Fat and Fit, trust me, life is so much more enjoyable when you're fit. 

I've noticed the difference in how much more comfortable and confident I am in myself and I've
developed more self respect by accomplishing what I literally thought was impossible. I'm even
more positive in the way that I interact with others, I'm not in my head worrying about what they
may be thinking about me and how I look. 

Speaking of interacting with others, I'm no celebrity, but  it's astonishing the way  people treat me
now. Whether it's people that I haven't seen in a while, telling me how they look up to me,
strangers complimenting me, employees at restaurants giving me free food or businesses
giving me gift cards and so on... I couldn't make this up! That's just an added plus to changing
your life, but the ability to improve your health, longevity and quality of life is worth it alone. 

The Key to Rebuilding With Precision, It All starts with your
Mindset.

--

http://builtbyplantscoaching.com/online-coaching
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MINDSET MINDSET 

Keep that in mind.Keep that in mind.

THE REBUILD WITH PRECISION

First and foremost, I can't stress enough how important having the
proper mindset is when it comes to training and nutrition.
Having a Poor Program and the Great Mental Attitude toward your training will surpass the
results of having a Great Program and a Poor Mental Attitude.

One of the biggest keys that helped me to transform my body was visualizing myself as the
person I wanted to be. When I looked in the mirror, I saw my current state, but beyond that, I
saw the person that I wanted to become. I painted a crystal clear image of the exact body I
wanted to have. This kept me focused when commitment got tough. It helped me to embody
the behaviors of someone who's already in shape by viewing myself in that way. 

How you think and feel about what you're doing, will ultimately determine your results.

If you approach your training sessions with the "Just trying to get it over with" or "going through
the motions" mentality  and you're not really engaged with what you're doing... 

What type of results should really you expect?  

It's ALL about the Mental Game!

I'm not saying you have to turn into a gym rat, however, you've invested into this program to
Rebuild not just your body, but your LIFEstyle as well.

Get excited about every session and every meal, with the understanding that every rep and
every bite is getting you one step closer to your goal.

--
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STRENGTH TRAININGSTRENGTH TRAINING
The The KEYKEY to developing a defined, powerful, attractive body. to developing a defined, powerful, attractive body.

Above all else, in order to build muscle, the Golden Rule is that you must Progressively
Overload. We'll dive deeper about this coming up, but in short...

Progressive Overload: The gradual increase of stress placed upon the
body during exercise training.
Understand this, the human body will not change unless it is forced to do so.

The Body's Primary Goal is to keep you Alive and Healthy... That's it. 

Let me say it in a way that I know you will understand.

Hey Guys: Your body doesn't care about your visibly defined six pack,
square chest or big biceps. Sorry bro.

Hey Ladies: Your body doesn't care about your dreamy flat tummy, curvy thighs,
shapely hips or booty. 

So if you do not hold yourself accountable to your goals and take the proper actions, your body
won't reflect your ideal results. Doing the same amount of weight, sets, and reps every session
will leave you disappointed by the results.

You must push yourself.
Your body adjusts to the stress stimulus you put it under, and if that stimulus isn't continuously
increased, you will eventually hit a plateau. Progressively overloading your muscles to do more
work than they're accustomed to, allows you to make further adaptations to your physique, i.e.
muscle growth.

Think of it this way, muscle builds as a “side effect” of getting stronger and more efficient (a
desirable side effect, in our case). So when we’re in the gym, our primary focus will be getting
stronger and sustaining our strength progress. Don’t worry about how many sets, reps,
workouts, and how often to train right now.; we’ll break it all down step-by-step later on.

Another big mistake a lot of people fall into is just “toning” and “chasing the pump”. They're
only focus is high reps, while completely ignoring the incredible benefits of low reps and more
weight. What I’ve found to be the KEY is leveraging the benefits of both of these methods
together, which will be included in the program that’s been created for you.

Every time you step foot in the gym, your primary goal will be focusing on improving your lifts
from the prior session and sustaining those lifts as you progress in weight.

--
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2. NUTRITION2. NUTRITION
Another area I initially struggled to understand was the importance ofAnother area I initially struggled to understand was the importance of
nutrition when it comes to fat loss. This is literally THE nutrition when it comes to fat loss. This is literally THE KeyKey to losing fat.  to losing fat. 

 I'll explain more in depth about Nutrition for fat loss and building muscle inside of Precision
Macros , but let's touch on the basics.

You can work out every single day, multiple times per day, but if you don’t have a
strategic nutrition plan, you will not lose fat. Trust me, many tried it and failed.

I’m speaking from personal experience, I thought that as long as I trained hard, I’ll lose fat.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t work like that. I did build a lot of muscle, but since I was still eating over
my calorie limit, layers of fat covered it.

Fat Loss requires being in a caloric deficit.

Caloric Deficit: Any shortage in the number of calories consumed, relative to the amount
of calories required for maintenance of current body weight. A deficit can be created by
reducing the daily amount of calories you consume (lowering food intake, aka dieting).

Basically, this means when you’re in a caloric deficit, you’re eating fewer calories than your body
needs for energy to maintain your current weight. Subsequent ly, by not having enough calories
needed for energy, your body will use its stored fat as fuel, resulting in fat loss.

The most effective way to create a caloric deficit is to control how many calories you’re
consuming on a daily basis by tracking what you’re eating. Which again, we cover this in depth
inside of Precision Macros .

The best fat loss diet is one that makes a caloric deficit as uncomplicated and sustainable as
possible, while also maintaining muscle retention; regardless of your dietary choices, i.e. vegan,
vegetarian, pescatarian, etc. 

If you'd like to simplify your nutrition for losing fat, order one of my Customized Meal plans . I
design each plan with delicious meals and the exact amount of calories you need to lose fat,
based on the information I receive in your questionnaire. Learn more by clicking here .

--

http://s3.amazonaws.com/beacon.cnd/4cc65eced42fa0da.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/beacon.cnd/4cc65eced42fa0da.pdf
http://builtbyplantscoaching.com/custommealplan
http://builtbyplantscoaching.com/custommealplan
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THINK OF IT AS A GAMETHINK OF IT AS A GAME
A great way to view this is as a game against A great way to view this is as a game against yourself.yourself. That That
you’re constantly trying to get better at each time you stepyou’re constantly trying to get better at each time you step
foot in the gym by doing better than you did the last time.foot in the gym by doing better than you did the last time.

By viewing it as a game:By viewing it as a game:

I talk a lot about how you’re your only competition. You're primary goal is to become better than
the person you were last year, last month, last week and yesterday. I don’t just say that because
it sounds cool, I literally mean that.  This keeps you focused on YOU, and helps you remove the
urge to compare yourself to others you see on social media and in the gym.

Speaking of the gym, this also helps remove any anxiety that you may feel being in the gym
around other people that may be further along on their workout journey than you are.  

It no longer feels like a boring mundane or dreaded task.
You’re excited and looking forward to playing to progress and beat your previous “score”
You’re no longer focused on just Fat Loss, and freaking out over the scale number, as you
now know it’s taking care of itself from the work you’re putting in.
You’re not worried about “gym intimidation”, because you’re not competing with anyone else. 
You're lazer focused improving your own numbers, sets, reps, and weight. The Game.

If you’re new to lifting with a structured plan, if you're coming backing from a long break, or
have just spent a good amount of time training sub-optimally, this program will not only help
you reduce fat but increase your strength at the same time.   

--
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CARDIOCARDIO
This is probably one of the most controversial andThis is probably one of the most controversial and
misunderstood topics when it comes to fat loss.misunderstood topics when it comes to fat loss.

In reality, both sides have its truths and falses (Yes.. I said falses).

The average individual usually does cardio as a first resort to lose weight quickly, and get in
shape. This will lead to burning more calories initially, but they are usually completely unaware
that their diet must be in check in order for the cardio to have the positive effect of fat loss.

The downside to this is that, if you’re anything like me, after a cardio session of running, my
appetite is actually increased and I’m ready to eat the frig.

So if you plan on leveraging cardio for fat loss, monitoring (tracking) the number of calories you
consume will ensure that you receive all of the benefits… so that you aren’t on a hamster
wheel… working in vain… going nowhere fast… You'll be able to leverage your cardio correctly,
without eating all of those calories back that you just burned off.

I want to make one thing very clear. I am in no way shape or form making a case against cardio
for fat loss. I personally do enjoy it forms of it, as I love getting cardio in through playing
basketball. I also enjoy another form of cardio that can be done rather quickly and effectively.

We're going to add in some cardio with this program to optimize our results and as it’s
extremely beneficial for heart health, as the word Cardio is short for Cardiovascular.

Cardiovascular: relating to or involving the heart and blood vessels.

At the very least, I recommend it for that purpose alone. So… Let's talk about how to use it...

There’s one side of people who think
doing cardio is the Key to fat loss.

There’s another side that thinks it’s
the enemy because it causes muscle
loss.

--
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So… Is Cardio necessary for So… Is Cardio necessary for Optimal HealthOptimal Health?   ?   YESYES
Cardio necessary for Cardio necessary for Fat LossFat Loss?   ?   NONO

When it comes to fat loss, you should think of Cardio as a tool in your tool belt. A pretty useful
one, that helps you create a greater caloric deficit and increases your body’s ability to use fat as
a source of energy.

Eventually, we’ll hit a fat loss plateau or halt while taking in a specific caloric intake and cardio,
and to continue to progress, there are Two main options:

1. Reduce your caloric intake (the number of calories you’re consuming)
2. Increase Cardio efforts (burn more calories through movement)

You’re probably wondering, “Ok, how do I know which one is the best option for me?”

“What are the differences between lowering calories and doing more cardio? “

We’ll hit on this more in depth soon, but in short, the answer is Personal preference.

Some people absolutely hate cardio, so obviously, they’d focus on lowering their calories. On
the other hand, some people really enjoy cardio. 

You’ll have a blueprint that simplifies all of this soon.

So let’s sum this up.

Cardio is essential for Optimal Heart health.

Cardio is not mandatory for burning fat.

You can actually do little to no cardio and still burn fat by controlling nutrition solely. The
downside to this is you’ll be consuming fewer calories per day compared to if you were to add
in some cardio. I recommend doing a cardio session at least once or twice per week, for better
diet compliance. If not for that, than at least for the heart health benefits. With that being said,

Ther e 's one last question to be answered...
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So, What kinda Cardio should you Do?

High Intensity Interval Training.
High Intensity Interval Training, aka HIIT (pronounced like Hit) consists of short, intense
bursts of exercise (squats, jumping jacks, bicycle kicks, etc) with short rest periods in
between each exercise. They can both get your heart pumping AND fire up your
metabolism with what's known as afterburn .

HERE ARE 3 AMAZING BENEFITS OF HIIT.

1. Getting and staying fit is part of managing and improving conditions like diabetes,
high blood pressure , high cholesterol , or heart disease . And HIIT is a great way to
help lose weight and boost your overall health. 

2. HIIT Can save you TONS of time: You don't have to work out as long as you would if
you were jogging at a steady pace.  You can get a super effective cardio workout in
just 20 minutes or less. 

3.  You’ll burn lots of calories, build some muscle, and boost your metabolism . Plus
there’s a post-workout bonus: Your body will continue to burn calories for about 2
hours after you've finished your workout . When you do a "sustainable" exercise, like
going on a long run, your body uses less oxygen than when you push yourself to the
max, as you do during HIIT. And when you work out to the point where it's difficult
to breathe (because your body is using more oxygen), your metabolism starts
working at a higher level, which helps you burn more calories even after you stop
exercising.

Plus you don't need any equipment. No gym membership, no weights, etc. You can do
it from home, on vacation, anywhere you have space some to move around in. 

Now of course you can't just do anything and expect to make continued results. As
mentioned earlier, our body adapted to whatever it's exposed to. Similar to how this
training program is setup, You need a plan for your cardio. A strategy to follow that's
designed to take you from where you are now, to your desired outcome...

--
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THE BODY REBUILD HIIT CARDIO.
You might already know about my HIIT Cardio program, The Body Rebuild . Maybe you
already have it. But if not, let me take a second to tell you about it.

The Body Rebuild   is my 12-week, Digital  Follow-Along Video, Transformation HIIT
Cardio program that I designed to help me burn more calories, which helped me shed
off undesired body fat. I used The Body Rebuild along side of RWP, to burn more
calories and lose more fat.  

You'll be able to do the exact same by doing the High Intensity cardio routines 1-2
times per week out with me through video, as all you have to do is follow the videos of
me doing the exercises for time. No workout lasts of 25 minutes, so you'll burn more
calories in shorter cardio sessions. Do them in the morning or evening, it's up to you.

KEEP IN MIND, THIS IS NOT A REQUIREMENT.
 This is only if you want Optimal results for fat loss. You can do any cardio you'd like, as
long as it doesn't interfere with your actual training routine of this program.

But, I know that you're serious about accomplishing your body goals (since you
purchased RWP), so I'm giving you 20% 0FF The BODY REBUILD!

Use the discount code: RWP20 

and you'll receive 20% off if you actually take action now. TheBodyRebuild.com

Learn more about The Body Rebuild Program By Clicking Here

--

--

http://thebodyrebuild.com/
http://thebodyrebuild.com/
http://thebodyrebuild.com/
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6 FOUNDATIONAL

MOVEMENT
PATTERNS

Let's talk about Progress...

As a human, your body moves in
basically the same way as other
humans. There are six basic movement
patterns. Naturally, if you  want to be a
strong, athletic, healthy human, it's
essential to train all of these
foundational movement patterns. 

INCLUDING:

SQUAT
HIP HINGE
LUNGE
PRESSING
PULLING
CARRY

Starting off, our Primary Objective will
be to get stronger at these different
Essential movement partners. 

Our goal is to make this a lifestyle,
something that we can maintain for a
lifetime, so initially we'll be less focused
on a wide variety of cool unique
exercises. Instead we're going to be
more focused on a few specific
exercises to train these movement
pattern variations. 

This will help you avoid injury, get rid of
some aches and pains, AND reach your
strength and body goals. 

--
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THE 4
PRINCIPLES

OF
EFFECTIVE
TRAINING

 PROGRESSIVE OVERLOAD

FREQUENCY

VOLUME

INTENSITY

--
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Progressive OverloadProgressive Overload
HOW WE WILL PROGRESS ON THIS PROGRAM:HOW WE WILL PROGRESS ON THIS PROGRAM:

SPEAKING OF SPEAKING OF PROPERPROPER FORM... FORM...

The Principle of

As mentioned earlier, The Goal of this program is to increase your physical strength and muscle
mass. In order to achieve more strength, your muscles need to be stressed in such a way that
triggers the body's natural, adaptive response to new demands placed on it.

Which is why this program is built on the Principle of Progressive Overload.

Progressive Overload is the gradual increase of stress placed upon the body during exercise
training. By stress, we mean weight. Progressive overload not only stimulates muscle
hypertrophy (muscle growth), but it also stimulates the development of stronger and denser
bones, ligaments, tendons and cartilage, which is crucial for mobility and longevity as we age.

HOW WE WILL PROGRESS ON THIS PROGRAM:

When performing each exercise, Pick a weight that you can lift and complete the prescribed
amount of sets and reps. With each exercise, the weight should be light enough for you to be
able to perform 2 more reps after finishing your set.
But it should also be heavy enough that you're literally Only able to perform 2 more reps.
Every week, we will be increasing the weight by 5 pounds. So if you perform the bench press
with 30 pound dumbbells, for 5 reps with 4 sets. The next week you will move up to 35 pound
dumbbells and aim to hit the same 5 reps for 4 sets. 

If you accomplish all 5 reps for 4 sets, we'll increase the weight the following week to 40 pound
dumbbells and keep progressing in that manner.

BUT, what happens if you fail to benchpress the 40 pound dumbbells for all prescribed sets
and reps? Let's say on your Day 1 workout, you benchpress 40 pounds for all 5 reps on sets 1,2
and 3. But for set 4, you only can do 3 reps. Take note of it and the next week you must perform
that same weight for the same number of sets and reps until you reach all 4 sets of 5 reps.
THEN, and only then, can you go up in weight.

Remember, proper form is key and is a priority over increasing weight, if you can't yet
perform all sets and reps with proper form, don't increase the weight. 

If your butt is flying high off the bench while you're bench pressing, stay at that weight
and hit the required sets and reps again without popping off the bench. We want to
minimize risk of injury, and maximize muscle growth.  

--
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FULL BodyFULL Body
TRAININGTRAINING

SPEAKING OF SPEAKING OF PROPERPROPER FORM... FORM...

The Benefits Of

As I mentioned in detail earlier, frequency is what's most important for natural lifters, since
protein-synthesis lasts no longer than 48 hours. 

So regardless of how much you destroy a muscle, after about 48 days, you aren't growing
anymore because protein synthesis is no longer being stimulated. 

With this in mind, wouldn't it be ideal to train muscle groups at a higher frequency to be
constantly stimulated, in alignment with the same duration of protein synthesis for maximum
results? Makes sense to me.

Ideally, beginners will train 3-4 times per week and intermediate to advanced somewhere
around 4-5 (6 if you just love the gym), but no more as you want to leave room for rest, which is
when your muscles are actually growing. 

So at least 1-2 rest days per week, which will allow you to recover properly for your next session.
I personally do full body, weight training 3-4 days a week, and bodyweight training using The
Body Rebuild 1-2 days a week. 

The benefits of Full Body is that it's extremely flexible. You don't have to train each
session exactly alike. You can have some days where training is more upper body focused, only
doing 1-2 lower body movements, while having another day more lower body focused where
you only do 1-2 upper body movements, but still hitting every muscle group to each session
to stimulate protein synthesis. 
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PROPER FORM
RANGE OF MOTION 
Proper form means having the right technique for each exercise. With proper form, you really
target the right muscle groups, and therefore make more progress long term while
significantly decreasing your risk of injury. 

How can you learn the proper form? If you don’t know how to properly perform an exercise in
your plan, please watch my tutorials . Proper form is of extreme importance and always comes
before heavier weight! Don’t increase the weight if the form is not correct! 

It means you are not strong enough for the new weight. Always, always focus on the form so
you don’t injure yourself and are targeting the right muscles effectively. This is how you will
gain strength and build muscle long term in a healthy way. Leave your ego at the door and
don’t think more weight is better. 

The heavier weight will come soon enough when you train with proper form. 

For every exercise, we should perform the full range of motion (FROM). Some argue that if
you do half reps, you have constant tension on the muscle and can use more weight, and this
is true, but studies come to the conclusion that using full range of motion will give your
muscles a better stimulus and more muscle growth. 

If you perform an exercise full range of motion, you will stimulate the entire muscle
while constantly improving your mobility and flexibility as you age. This causes you to train
more safely. Example: Let’s say you're squatting, but only performing half reps or
quarter squats (squatting not under parallel/using little range of motion), and you start using
heavier weight, not only do you not have the mobility to squat down properly, but this is how
you build strength on top of disfunction. Which is a major no no. It puts you in a vulnerable 
 position setting you up for a quick trip to snap city. But, if you practice full range all the time,
you use your mobility and keep it. 

Use it or lose it. So, always perform a full range of motion, but don’t go beyond that. For
example, at the bicep curl, if your biceps are fully contracted at the top, there is no need to
curl even higher because your biceps won’t contract any further, and you’ll just be using your
shoulder, lean back, and momentum, so you’ll lose energy and strength, and thus can’t
stimulate your biceps as much. 

The full range of motion is key for proper form and training injury free while staying mobile. 

--

--

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRDL0o2pmegReotYh_md5hraR8MPBu3a4
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FrequencyFrequency
Measured as the number of times you train a givenMeasured as the number of times you train a given
muscle group   per week.muscle group   per week.

You're gonna have a much higher You're gonna have a much higher VOLUMEVOLUME......

Let's Talk About

Example: If you train your biceps 4 times in one week, then your biceps frequency is 4x per
week, due to you targeting those muscles 4 times in one week. You'll see most guys in the gym
doing what's known as a “bro split”, where you only train one or two muscle groups per session,
once a week. 

Like “Chest day” every Monday, this has been proven to be least optimal for people who aren't
on performance enhancement drugs (PEDs) as you have a very low frequency by only
stimulating your chest 1x per week.

Having a higher frequency of 2-3 times per week for each muscle group is the most effective
for naturals lifters (non steroid users), and gives you the most bang for your buck. 

This is because the key to building muscle is triggering Protein Synthesis, which is the process
in which your body uses amino acids to build tissue. If you want more muscle growth, then
protein synthesis has to be elevated to a higher degree and has to stay elevated longer. So in
laymen's terms...  

After a workout, protein synthesis remains elevated in the trained muscles for around 24-36
hours – slightly more or less depending on the workout. So if you only train your chest on
Monday, by Wednesday, your chest has stopped growing, regardless of how hard you hit it,
because you aren't keeping protein synthesis elevated for long in each muscle. 

Not only that, if you're training each muscle only once a week, you might actually lose the
positive adaptation (muscle growth) by not stimulating it soon enough and training the
movement, aka improving performance.

So the key is to train the same muscle groups at a higher frequency, and that means stimulating
each muscle group 2 to 3 times per week for optimal results. Also, by having a higher
frequency, this gives you the ability to work on your technique and proper form more often. 

Think about it, if I benchpress once per week and you bench 3 times per week, who's gonna
have a more dialed in form and most likely a stronger bench? 

This also known as greasing the grove, which makes the movement easier, more effective
because it becomes second nature, you're more comfortable with the movement pattern,
reducing risks of injury and increasing risks of gains. In addition, if you're hitting a muscle group
2-3 times in one week, chances are...

--
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VolumeVolume
ONE OF THE MAIN DRIVERS OF MUSCLE GROWTHONE OF THE MAIN DRIVERS OF MUSCLE GROWTH

So, How should we actually utilize volume?So, How should we actually utilize volume?

Let's Talk About

The  number of reps times the number of sets times the amount of weight  you do in a workout is
called Volume.

Sets x Reps  x Weight  = Total Volume or Total Workload. 

Let's say you perform Squats, 3 sets for 5 reps with 125lbs. To find your total volume you would
do: 125lbs x 3 sets x 5 reps= 1875lbs   Total Volume or Total Workload

 How much volume that a person can do will vary be each individual. 

Factors such as: 

1. Genetics, some people just have the ability to recover faster than others, so they can handle a
little more volume. 

2. The type of training split (divides training sessions by body sections ) you're on, as bro splits
(body part splits) can have more daily volume on a specific muscle group than a full body,
even though the total weekly volume will be similar, which is what actually matters. 

3. How long you've been lifting, as beginners usually don't need as much volume as advanced
lifters. Which is obvious due to the fact that the longer you've been lifting, the more volume
you should be able to do, e.g. lifting more weight, or more sets per body part.  

4. Your lifestyle outside of the gym, including your nutrition, your amount of sleep, your job e.g.
having a sitting desk job vs being a mail carrier. Do you party or drink a lot? 

All of these activities will have an effect on the amount of volume you can recover from, which is
why total volume will vary person to person. 

Some people respond better to higher volume, while others respond better to lower volume.
With this in mind there is a minimum amount of weekly volume needed, but as long as you are
progressively overloading, you will hit that mark. 

The For sure way to not make gains is by going into the gym and doing the same amount of
sets, reps, and weight over and over again with no plan for progression.

If your body is doing the same repeated tasks over and over again, it has no new stimulus to
adapt to, and since your body is able to perform the tasks without any difficulty or struggle, it
has absolutely no reason to grow. Make sense?

So, know we that total workload/Total volume = Weight x Sets x Reps.

--
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VolumeVolume

Remember, Total volume is Reps  x Sets x  Remember, Total volume is Reps  x Sets x  WeightWeight. . 

How should we use

It's best to look at volume from the perspective of total weekly volume and not daily volume.
Keeping in mind that protein synthesis only lasts 24-48 hours, if you come in and hit chest on
Monday, you'll see growth and stimulation up until that Wednesday. THAT'S IT. No more chest
growth for that week. 

Some people have the mindset of:

"Ok, well I'll just make sure that I smash my chest then" 
Going into the gym, doing upwards of 25 sets for chest in a single session, but regardless of the
amount of work put in on that Monday, the growth stops 48 hours later. And your chest isn't
stimulated any more that week as you've only train it once.

Plus we have to look at the Quality of those sets. The fact that there can only be so much growth
and work done in a given session, before you start getting diminished returns, due to
being fatigued and "spent" from the previous exercises; not allowing you to lift maximum
weight. 

This is why splits like upper/lower or Full Body are most effective because you're getting
continued protein synthesis by stimulating each muscle group multiple times in a single week. 

Scientifically speaking, Full body is the most optimal way to train, as you're basically coming in
every two days (the same duration of protein synthesis, 48 hours)  and hitting all muscle groups
and are stimulating each effectively, efficiently and consistently. 

Plus you're still getting the same amount of total volume, except you're receiving more benefits
from it being spreaded throughout the week which allows you to be fresh for every session,
receiving the continued protein synthesis for maximum growth. 

As an extra benefit, since you're fresh for set of every muscle group, you're gonna have better
quality sets, reps and you'll be able to do more total work. Even tho you're doing the same
amount of reps and sets as a bro split, you'll have more total workload because you'll be able to
move more weight, due to not being fatigued. 
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VOLUME
Let's Break Down Training Split

Using the example from earlier, if you perform Squats: 3 sets of 5 reps with 135lbs. 

To find your total volume you would do: 125lbs x 3 sets x 5 reps= 1875lbs 

Let's look at the total volume of a "Bro Split" compared to a Full Body routine. 

If I only train chest on Monday and my workout looks something like this:

Bench press: 3x5 135lbs = 2025lbs

Incline Dumbbell Press: 3x8 60lbs = 1440lbs

 High cable chest fly: 3x10 50lbs = 1500lbs

Low cable chest fly: 3x10 25lbs = 750lbs

Chest press machine: 2x8 45lbs = 720lbs

Due to the chest being a pretty small muscle and that muscle fatigues from each set and rep ,
my performance will decrease with each exercise and my total volume for that whole chest day
is 6480lbs. 

This also equals my total volume for that entire week since I'm doing a "Bro split" and only
having a frequency of training chest 1x per week.

(3x5x135=1650) +(3x8x60=1440 ) +(3x10x50=1500) +(3x10x25=750) +(2x8x45lbs=720  )
=6480lbs

Now let’s compare that to you doing a full body routine and training chest 3x per week. 

Monday: bench press:  5x5 130lbs  = 3250lbs

Wednesday: Incline benchpress: 4x8  110lbs = 3520lbs

Close Grip Bench Press: 3x8  90lbs = 2400lbs

Friday: bench press: 4x10 100lbs = 4000lbs

TOTAL VOLUME= 12930LBS

Like seriously?? Do I even need to go on?

That's literally twice the chest volume of the Bro Split, even though it's less exercises.  

--
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In summary, by performing a full body routine: 
You have a much higher frequency (3x per week, training every 2 days) 
You're elevating protein synthesis optimally, every 2 days, which means your chest grows
more consistently throughout the week due to stimulating your muscles more frequently.
You are fresh for every set, which means you can also lift more weight. 
 Plenty of time to recover do to only training 3x per week, but also have the option to add in
additional days for cardio/calisthenics/accessory work if desired.  

If I doing a Bro split/body part split, my chest stops growing two days after that chest day, plus
I'm probably super sore for the next few days, so I won't be able to hit it again effectively, which
means my chest won't grow again until my next chest day. 

As far as weekly volume, ideally you'll want to be in the 40-70 reps range for each muscle group
per session, 2-3 times per week. Or 80-210 reps for each muscle group per week.

 You won't have to worry about the details of this though, as I've already structured this out within
your training plan. It's more so for your own knowledge base.

If you're a beginner, you don't need as much volume to set the proper growth stimulus, usually
around 40 reps, 2-3 times per week. 

But the more advanced you become, the more volume you need. This happens automatically
though as you grow stronger, due to your ability to handle more weight. 

For example, let's say when you started lifting two months ago, you could only benchpress
135lbs 5x5. (5x5x135=3375lbs)

But today, you benched 170lbs 5x5 (5x5x170= 4250lbs) 

Although you didn't add more reps or sets, your total volume still increased automatically, due
to you adding more weight from getting stronger over time. 

If you're not sure if you should adjust your volume, First ask, "Am I making progress?"

If yes, don't change anything because progression is what we want and is an indicator that your
volume is in the sweet spot.  

If you're not progressing, Do you feel you’ve recovered? 

If you do feel recovered, increase the volume. 

For example, you started with 40 reps each muscle group per session, twice per week, now you
will increase it to 45-50 reps per muscle group per training 2x per week. 

BUT, if you don’t feel you’ve recovered, then it’s time to take a deload. (we will cover deloads
later). If you are progressing again after your deload, don’t change the volume. If you still aren’t
progressing after your deload, reduce the volume. 

--
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Let's Talk About

INTENSITY
Intensity refers to the amount of work required
to perform an activity, more specifically, the
amount of weight that we have on the bar. 

3 sets of 3 reps with 225lbs is lower intensity
than 3 sets of 3 reps with 275lbs. 

When you’re on a program that focused on
strength, you’ll Usually you start with lower
intensity and higher volume and over time,
volume decreases as intensity increases. 

As you can see, it’s pretty straight forward, but
lot of people confuse Intensity with the concept
of being intense during your session (e.g.
yelling, screaming, sweating and so on like a
mad man). Now, I’m not opposed to this
behavior as it can fun, that’s not we mean here. 

Now that you know what Intensity is, it’s
important to know how to use it.  

You can measure your Intensity most
effectively by using: 

The RPE scale

Rated Perceived Exertion

--
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RPE ScaleRPE Scale
HOW WE WILL MEASURE HOW HARD YOUR SETS ARE.HOW WE WILL MEASURE HOW HARD YOUR SETS ARE.

SPEAKING OF SPEAKING OF PROPERPROPER FORM... FORM...

Lets talk about The

It isn’t ideal to train until failure every time you walk into the gym, as you’ll likely burn yourself out
and you will have to lower your frequency and overall volume. Plus, training to failure puts you at
a much higher risk of injury, and dealing with the annoying pains in your joints. 

Always think long term.  Remember to Listen to your body, if you know you aren’t fully
recovered, or you’re dealing with an injury, don’t increase the weight.

For this program, we’ll be utilizing the RPE scale.

RPE scale:  The RPE scale is used to measure the intensity of your exercise.  It gives you an idea
of how hard you are training  during each set. 

RPE 10: You wouldn’t have achieved 1 more rep with proper form (training until failure) 

RPE 9: You would have achieved 1 more rep with proper form 

RPE 8: You would have performed 2 more reps in the tank  with proper form 

RPE 7: You would have performed 3 more reps with proper form 

RPE 6: You would have performed 4 more reps with proper form 

RPE 1-5: You're Not using enough weight 

Anything between RPE 1-5 or under 50% of your one rep max usually isn’t enough weight to
cause adaptation from your muscles. 

Let’s say your bench press 1RM (one rep max) is 245lbs. Benchpressing under 120lbs (under
50% of 1RM) is not enough intensity (weight) to cause any new muscle growth. We need to
stimulate our muscles with enough weight (over 50% of our 1RM). 

At the same time, we don’t want to train with too much weight as it will be too hard to
accumulate enough volume to cause any new muscle growth. 

If we train with our 1 rep max or 100% intensity, it is not enough volume to cause growth on it’s
own. Plus due to it being such a demand on the body, it can increase risk of injury and we won’t
have the energy to perform multiple sets to increase volume. 

Let’s say your 1 rep max deadlift is 345lbs. 

What is more volume, doing one 1 with 100% intensity? (RPE 10)

Or being able to perform 3 sets, using 70% intensity? (RPE 7)

--
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RPE ScaleRPE Scale
HOW WE WILL MEASURE HOW HARD YOUR SETS ARE.HOW WE WILL MEASURE HOW HARD YOUR SETS ARE.

We need to perform enough volume to set a growth muscle stimulus for new muscle gains. It’s
more effective to accomplish this by training staying between RPE 6-9 aka 60-90% of your one
rep max. This is optimal for receiving the benefits of intensity + volume. With the RPE 6-9 range,
you’ll always have between 1 to 4 more reps in the tank with proper form. 

So all workouts in this program will be in the 5-15 rep range. 

Over 15 reps may be too light to cause adaption and is more endurance focused.

Always keep all of The 4 Training Principles in Mind: Frequency, Volume, Intensity and
Progressive Overload. For this program, we will work with RPE scale which I've already laid out
for you. Here's a practical example of how we will use it. 

Let's say I start my workout with squats with a weight light enough that I could have done 2
more reps with proper form. The goal is 225lbs for 8 reps. 

Let's also say, that I’m not fully recovered on this day, so during the first set I only hit 5 reps, but
with RPE scale of 7 (meaning I could have done 3 more) then this is fine. If I had pushed through
it, I would have been even weaker during the following sets due to pre-exhausting my muscle
on the first set. When you do this, your performance (strength) decreases drastically. 

If I had trained until muscle failure and achieved the 8 reps with RPE 10 (training until muscle
failure), then I would have probably only hit 8/5/4/4 in the sets of squats, but if I had stuck to the
RPE scale, my sets would have looked more like 5/7/7/6, so in total 25 reps with RPE 8
compared to 21 reps from going all out, pre-exhausting my muscles on the first set with RPE 10,
risking injury.

It's always better to not train until failure than not being able to train at all due to injury. I used to
"push through" reps even when I know I wasn't fully recovered or rested, which lead to
decreased performance. So by taking advantage of the RPE scale, if you aren't able to hit a set
amount of reps due to a setback, after a while, you start to learn your body and know in your
mind how many reps you could have done, which helps you improve long term.  

The Recommended RPE range is included for each workout. The RPE scale is lower for lower
body movements like deadlifts, due to them having a longer recovery than upper body
movements like overhead press.  

Lower Body RPE Scale 7-8 | Upper Body RPE Scale 8-9

So for we've touched on the main Principles of building muscle: Frequency, Volume &
Intensity and Progressive Overload. Remember to use this as a study/reference guide, go
back and re-read the components that you might not be clear on. 
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DECIDING THE ORDER OF EXERCISES
"Does the order of my exercises really matter?" This is a common,
yet valid question. When it comes to deciding the order of your
exercises in a session, there's 2 main things to focus in on.

1. EFFICIENCY
We want to make sure the order is setup in a way that you can get the most out of each
movement, without hampering the benefits you will get from the upcoming exercises. 

2. PRIORITIZATION
What are you focused on, what's your main goal? 

Improving a specific movement (e.g wanting a bigger benchpress)?

Putting emphasis on a specific muscle group (e.g. bigger quads, arms, glutes, etc.)?

Or overall performance, such as improving each lift, while maximizing muscle growth?

For Efficiency, the main takeaway is that your compound movements should
always come first,  as these are the bang for your buck exercises. 

This is pretty much universal, regardless of what training split you're on, simply because
you're stimulating multiple muscle groups at once and you can move a lot more weight and
accumulate more total workload than if you were to use an equivalent isolation movement. 

You will always be able to move more weight on a weighted chin up than you can with a
bicep curl, you can move more weight with benchpress than with a tricep extension. 

Now this doesn't mean that you shouldn't do bicep curls or tricep press downs, as that would
make me a hypocrite. I love both movements as they help with maximizing muscle growth,
but they shouldn't be prioritized before your compound movements. 

If you were to benchpress before doing your tricep press downs, you see that the
benchpress didn't really effect the amount of volume you can do on the press down. But on
the other hand, if you do your isolation movements that involve any of the main muscle
groups involved in the benchpress, you'll notice that the amount of reps and sets and
weight you can bench will be much less than normal had you benched fresh. 

--
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DECIDING THE ORDER OF EXERCISES

Even though the body only understands total workload, you
want to maximize the total volume by prioritizing your lifts in an
order that allows you to move the most amount of weight. 
Example: It’s better to benchpress 225lbs 5x5 first, followed by 3x10 130lbs tricep
pressdowns, than to hit tricep press downs 3x10 140lbs first, then only be able to
benchpress 200lbs 5x5, due to pre-exhaustion and muscle fatigue. 

--
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WARMING UP PROPERLY

It's important to warm up effectively before each working set, based on the movement we
will be performing. We want to avoid static stretching prior to training. 

Instead, we want to do what is called Dynamic stretching, as it activates and loosens the
muscles you will use during your workout.  Mobility work like foam rolling are good ideas
but only before you start the first exercise. 

After your first exercise, your body is already warmed up, so for subsequent exercises, you
will only need to do an exercise specific warm up, with light weight, which helps avoid the
risk of injury and prepares your body for the weight that will be used for your working sets.

For example, if you've started your workout with squats and the next exercise is bend over
row, take the empty barbell and do a couple rows to activate the right muscles that will be
used for the bent over row. This prepares for the back and arms for the heavy load by training
the movement, then start your first working set.

Example: Benchpress Warm up

Working Sets: 5x5 for 225lbs   

This is your FIRST exercise of the session:

45lbs x 10, 135lbs x 7, 185lbs x 3, 205lbs x 3, START 225lbs 5x5

For all following exercises, it's sufficient to just perform a couple of warm up sets with the
next exercise movement for a couple reps. 

REST TIMES IN BETWEEN SETS

 This can vary, but a general rule of thumb.

Rep Range: 1-5 Reps: 3-5 mins | 8 reps: 2-3 mins  | 10: 2 min s | 10+: 1.5-2 mins 

--

--
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TRAINING PLAN
You will be performing this Full Body routine, meaning we will be working the majority of your
muscle groups each session, inside of splitting them up.

Our focus will be on compound movements . Compound movements are exercises that work
multiple muscle groups at the same time, such as the deadlift because you're using multiple
joints (ankles, knees, hips, shoulders), while engaging multiple muscle groups (core, back,
hamstrings, arms.)

The great thing about compound movements is that they allow us to use the most amount of
weight, build strength and muscle fast.  This helps you establish your Foundation of Strength .
Always think Strong First. 

We usually have the most energy, strength and mental focus to perform at the beginning of the
each session.

We will perform isolation movements last. Isolation movements are are exercises that involve
only one joint and a limited number of muscle groups. Such as the bicep curl or lateral raise. 

Start your first session with a weight that's easy to complete all prescribed sets and reps, so
that you have time to adjust to this plan and learn the proper form. Proper form is key and
should be learned correctly before increasing the weight. It takes a few weeks to get used to
your new plan, so give yourself time to adjust. 

You will be training 3 Days per week with a rest day in between each workout. Your schedule
can be Monday, Wednesday and Friday, or Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. This setup has you
in the gym less per week, with slightly longer sessions. Workouts will last about 1 hour to an
hour and a half. 

1-2 of your rest days should be used for a cardio session if you don't have time to complete your
cardio after your training session. 

The isolation exercises for the muscle you want to focus on will vary during different workout
sessions. For example, on Day 1, you isolate biceps and triceps. On Day 2, you will
hit your middle shoulder and rear shoulder.

These 6 compound exercises: Benchpress, overhead press, squats, deadlifts, rows and pull
ups or pull downs, cover most of your primary muscle groups, we'll use isolation movements to
work the rest at the end of your workout.

--
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RWP DAY 1 EXPLAINEDRWP DAY 1 EXPLAINED
All of the First Three movements for each day are going to beAll of the First Three movements for each day are going to be
Compound Movements.Compound Movements.

SQUAT: OUR PRIMARY LEG MOVEMENTSQUAT: OUR PRIMARY LEG MOVEMENT

BENCHPRESS: PRIMARY HORIZONTAL PRESSBENCHPRESS: PRIMARY HORIZONTAL PRESSMOVEMENTMOVEMENT

BENT OVER ROW: PRIMARY VERTICAL PULL MOVEMENT BENT OVER ROW: PRIMARY VERTICAL PULL MOVEMENT 

Let's jump into the program

The Squat and Benchpress are both 4 sets of 5 reps, which is a solid workload that
most should be able to hit for muscle growth and optimal recovery.

However, if you feel you can't hit 4 sets of 5, you can do 3 sets of 5. Or, if you feel 4 sets of
5 isn't enough and you could have done more, feel free to up it to 5 sets of 5 max.

The squat is going to be the base movement for your lower body. Aside from the
deadlift, I'd go as far as saying the squat is going to give you best bang for your
buck. Both in terms of efficiency and reaching your potential growth development. You're
going to be working your quads, hamstrings, glutes, back. 

Click here for squat demonstration

If you for whatever reason you can't or refuse to squat, you can replace it with a
machine based squat, or leg press. A quad dominant movement. 

The dumbbell press lays within the horizontal pressing area, which also includes: barbell
bench press, push ups, and angular variations (decline, incline, etc).

Regardless of the variation, bench pressing can be used to enhance overall muscular
strength and hypertrophy, but also to improve bench press and overall pressing
performance.

 Building a strong and broad upper back is key for most power, strength, and fitness
sports, not to mention filling out your shirts. A strong back is a huge indicator of overall
strength, which quite often allows us to pull, squat, and even press greater loads. The
bent over row allows a lifter to move significant amounts of loading using the back
muscles and build strength and muscle mass. 

--
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RWP DAY 1 EXPLAINEDRWP DAY 1 EXPLAINED

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS: Arm FocusedISOLATION MOVEMENTS: Arm Focused

Continued

Technically speaking, for beginners, if you're doing a sufficient amount of workload on
your main compound movements, you're probably not going to need much additional
isolation exercises to grow. Meaning if you're getting the proper amount of volume in on
the dumbbell benchpress, there's really no need to cable chest fly's.

But with that being said, there are some benefit to adding in these isolation movements.

1. Eventually once you've squeezed all of your beginner gains, you will need to throw in
some isolation movements for continuous growth. So, it's best to start learning how to
do these movements now, work on proper form, technique and build a base to get
strong on it. 

2. Even though you'll be getting efficient growth from the basic compound movements,
adding in these isolation exercises is still additional volume and won't negatively
affect your recovery to perform your compound movements for the next session.

3. Isolation movements make the routine more fun by throwing in some variety to keep
your sessions interesting.

--
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RWP DAY 2 EXPLAINEDRWP DAY 2 EXPLAINED
All of the First Three movements for each day are going to beAll of the First Three movements for each day are going to be
Compound Movements.Compound Movements.

DEADLIFT: OUR HINGE BASED LEG MOVEMENTDEADLIFT: OUR HINGE BASED LEG MOVEMENT

OVERHEAD PRESS: VERTICAL PUSH MOVEMENTOVERHEAD PRESS: VERTICAL PUSH MOVEMENT

PULL UP: VERTICAL PULL MOVEMENTPULL UP: VERTICAL PULL MOVEMENT

We'll be doing 3 sets of 5 reps once a week. The deadlift doesn't require as much volume
as the benchpress or squat. It's also harder to recover from especially for beginners. 

If you for whatever reason you can't or refuse to deadlift, you can replace it with a
dumbbell deadlift or leg press if needed. You basically want the movement to be a
hamstring dominant movement. 

While the shoulders, triceps, upper chest and upper back muscles are the “movers” that
carry out the motion,  Overhead pressing requires our stabilizing muscles to kick in and
create a strong posture and torso, building epic core strength. 

I would prioritize the Pull Up as the vertical pull movement,  but since this is a beginners
program, not everyone will be able to jump right into doing pulls. So you can do assisted
pull ups with the pull up machine at the gym. Or you can use a resistance band to tie on
the pull up bar to give you assistance. The default vertical pull because regardless if
you're overweight or underweight, this is absolutely doable.

Now, if you are able to do pull ups, even if you can only muster 3 to 5 reps and you rather
focus on building up to do 3 sets of 10 bodyweight pull ups, you can go for that as well.
Once you build up to 3 sets of 10, you can either keep building up the reps, or you can
grab a weight belt to add additional weight for more resistance. 

But, for the purpose of making this doable for everyone, lat pull downs will be the default
movement.

--
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RWP DAY 2 EXPLAINEDRWP DAY 2 EXPLAINED

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS: Leg FocusedISOLATION MOVEMENTS: Leg Focused

Continued

These are not absolutely required as the compound movements are the main focus, but if
you want optimal growth, it can be beneficial to receive the extra volume. 

Isolation Exercises on this day will for leg isolation movements. 

Leg Curls & Leg Extensions
 Leg extensions are a 50/50 as some people aren't able to perform them without knee
pain. If you prefer, these can be substituted with dumbbell lunges for 3 sets of 10-12 reps
per each leg.

--
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RWP DAY 3 EXPLAINEDRWP DAY 3 EXPLAINED
This day is very similar to Day 1, but the focus is going to be onThis day is very similar to Day 1, but the focus is going to be on
higher volume.higher volume.

The Squat and Benchpress are both 3 sets of 10 reps.The Squat and Benchpress are both 3 sets of 10 reps.

Incline Bench Row: 3x 12Incline Bench Row: 3x 12

ISOLATION MOVEMENTS: Shoulder FocusedISOLATION MOVEMENTS: Shoulder Focused

The reason for this is it's beneficial to get used to working with different reps ranges and
developing the adaptions for lower and higher rep ranges. So that way, if you choose to
focus on training for strength after this program, or training for maximizing hypertrophy,
you'll have a feel for what it's like to work with both ranges.

 All of the first three movements for each day are going to be compound movements. 

This is a good movement to focus on protracting and retracting the scapula  and build a
good muscle mind connection of what it's like to really work those specific muscle
groups instead of just moving weight, counting reps and compromising form. 

Lateral Raises: We're doing this movement to work on the lateral head of the Delt.
When you're doing benchpress and barbell rows, they hit the front and rear delts, but
we'll need to isolate the side delt and get some good volume in for optimal
development.

Rear Delt Raises: By serving to help offset all that horizontal and vertical pressing, the
rear delt raises can rejuvenate your body by conditioning the rear delts, rhomboids, and
external rotators. 
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STRENGTH FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)STRENGTH FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)

CLICK ON THE EXERCISE NAME FOR THE DEMO VIDEO.

Use This log to record each workout's Target number of Reps and Sets. Then record how many
reps and sets you actually completed. This will help you understand how you're progressing. 

--

EXERCISE  SETS  REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

SQUATS 4 5 DUMBBELL  LEG PRESS

 

BENCHPRESS
4 5 DUMBBELL 

Barbell   BP

 

PENDLAY
ROW

3 5      DUMBBELL  Seated Cable
Row

 

Cable V-Bar
Tricep
Extension

3 10 DUMBBELL Overhead
Tricep
Extension

 

V-Bar Cable
Curl

3 10 DUMBBELL Hammer Curl

OPTIONAL AB WORK  AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

Hanging
Knee Raises

3 10 Pull Up Bar Reverse
Crunch

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWeTP80JzAg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNb8OJOf6M8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e70Fmr0wTAE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkgORXWSiPw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBSzqhlYmBw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vpp6IO81EKM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqKKrsq0Rjo
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POWER FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)POWER FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)
--

EXERCISE  SETS  REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

DEADLIFTS 4 5 BARBELL Romanian
Deadlifts

 

OVERHEAD
PRESS

3 5
BARBELL 

Dumbbell  
Overhead Press

 

INCLINE
BENCH ROW

3 5 BARBELL Single Arm 
Dumbbell
Row

 

LUNGES 3 5 DUMBBELL 
 Hamstring Leg
Curls

 

MACHINE LEG
EXTENSIONS

3 10 DUMBBELL Dumbbell
Lunges

OPTIONAL AB WORK AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

BONUS:
Russian
Twists

3 10 BODYWEIGHT BICYCLE
KICKS

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iy07OBvn7dQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yyfcs8Modw
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTc1
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTY0


/

HYPERTROPHY FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)HYPERTROPHY FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)

Use This log to record each workout's Target number of Reps and Sets. Then record how many
reps and sets you actually completed. This will help you understand how you're progressing. 

--

EXERCISE  SETS  REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

SQUATS 3 10 BARBELL LEG PRESS

 

BENCHPRESS
3 10

DUMBBELL Incline
Dumbbell   BP

 

SINGLE ARM
BENCH ROW 

3 5   DUMBBELL Bent Over 
Row

 

DUMBBELL
LATERAL
RAISES

3 15 TRICEP
EXTENSIONS 

 Single Arm
Cable Side
Lateral Raises

 

HAMMER
CURL

3 10 DUMBBELL  Cable V-Bar
Curl 

OPTIONAL AB WORK   AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

CORE  3 10 Hanging Knee
Raises

Lying Knee
Raises

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWeTP80JzAg
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTc5
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTcx
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTY3
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTc2


/

DUMBBELLS: STRENGTH FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)DUMBBELLS: STRENGTH FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)

CLICK ON THE EXERCISE FOR THE VIDEO.

Use This log to record each workout's Target number of Reps and Sets. Then record how many
reps and sets you actually completed. This will help you understand how you're progressing. 

--

EXERCISE  SETS  REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

GOBLET
SQUATS

4 5 DUMBBELL  LEG PRESS

 

BENCHPRESS
4 5 DUMBBELL 

Barbell   BP

 

BENT OVER
ROW

3 5      DUMBBELL  Seated Cable
Row

 

OVERHEAD
TRICEPS
EXTENSIONS

3 10 DUMBBELL  Cable V bar
Press Downs   

 

HAMMER
CURL

3 10 DUMBBELL Cable Bicep
Curl

OPTIONAL AB WORK  AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

CORE  3 10 Hanging Knee
Raises

Reverse
Crunch

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.

http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTgw
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTc5
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTc1
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTgz
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTc2


/

DUMBBELLS: POWER FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)DUMBBELLS: POWER FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)
--

EXERCISE  SETS  REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

DEADLIFTS 4 5 DUMBBELL Romanian
Deadlifts

 

OVERHEAD
PRESS

3 5
DUMBBELL

Dumbbell  
Overhead Press

 

INCLINE
BENCH ROW

3 5 DUMBBELL Single Arm 
Dumbbell
Row

 

LUNGES 3 5 DUMBBELL 
 Hamstring Leg
Curls

 

DUMBBELL
LEG
EXTENSIONS

3 10 DUMBBELL Dumbbell
Lunges

OPTIONAL AB WORK AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

BONUS: LEG
LOWERS

3 10 BODYWEIGHT BICYCLE
KICKS

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.

http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTQ1
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTgx
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTc1
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTY0


/

DUMBBELLS: HYPERTROPHY FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)DUMBBELLS: HYPERTROPHY FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)

Use This log to record each workout's Target number of Reps and Sets. Then record how many
reps and sets you actually completed. This will help you understand how you're progressing. 

--

EXERCISE  SETS  REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

GOBLET
SQUATS

3 10 DUMBBELL Dumbbell
Lunges

 

BENCHPRESS
3 10

DUMBBELL Incline
Dumbbell   BP

 

SINGLE ARM
BENCH ROW 

3 5   DUMBBELL Bent Over 
Row

 

DUMBBELL
LATERAL
RAISES

3 15 TRICEP
EXTENSIONS 

 Single Arm
Cable Side
Lateral Raises

 

HAMMER
CURL

3 10 DUMBBELL  Cable V-Bar
Curl 

OPTIONAL AB WORK   AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

CORE  3 10 Hanging Knee
Raises

Lying Knee
Raises

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.

http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTgw
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTc5
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTcx
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIzNTY3
http://mogulbody.cdn.vooplayer.com/publish/MjIyOTc2


/

RWP TRAINING CALENDARRWP TRAINING CALENDAR
PUT AN X THROUGH EACH DAY AFTER COMPLETING TO KEEP TRACK OF YOUR PROGRESS!  

 If preferred, You can Train Mon, Wed, Friday. OR Tues, Thurs, Saturday.

Depending on your goal and as long as you're getting optimal recovery, you can perform
cardio your Rest Days and you can do: 

Cardio/HIIT for purposes of fat loss or just to work on endurance and heart health. 
Bodyweight movements such as pushups, pull ups, etc.
Core work like hanging leg raises, hanging knee raises, etc.
Mobility work, stretching, yoga, etc.

As long as it doesn't interfere or affect your ability to recover for your primary training days.

--

F

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

DAY 1  REST DAY 2

 

REST DAY 3

 

Cardio

 

REST

DAY 1  REST DAY 2

 

REST DAY 3

 

Cardio 

 

Cardio

DAY 1  REST DAY 2

 

REST DAY 3

 

REST

 

Cardio

DAY 1  REST DAY 2

 

Cardio DAY 3

 

REST

 

REST

Rebuild With Precision © 2019 Najee Kelley | RebuildWithPrecision.com     
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RWP TRAINING LOGRWP TRAINING LOG
Use This log to record each workout's Target number of Reps and Sets. Then record how many
reps and sets you actually completed. This will help you understand how you're progressing. 

--

EXERCISE TARGET
ROUNDS

TARGET REPS COMPLETED
ROUNDS

COMPLETED
REPS

EXAMPLE:
Pushups

3 12 Reps  2 8

 

     

 

     

 

     

 

     

 

     

 

     

 

 
   

 

 
   

 

     

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.

Rebuild With Precision © 2019 Najee Kelley | RebuildWithPrecision.com     
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Schedule Your Call Now

Now you have The knowledge and
strategies needed to Rebuild Your Body
From Top to Bottom. I know this will take
time to learn and I am here to guide you
through the process. 

How would you like me to
coach you 1 on 1, step by
step with this program?
WITH MY ONLINE COACHING, I GUIDE
YOU THROUGH THIS PROGRAM, WHILE
ALSO PROVIDING:

A Video Consultation for goal setting

Customized Meal Plan Every month
with Calories to assure success 
RWP Training program Guidance
1 Video call per month for progress
tracking and goal setting: We'll be
tracking your progress effectively
through body measurements for more
precise accuracy to understand how
you're actually progressing week to
week. 
Monthly body assessment 
Text message and video check-ins
Diet monitoring 
Access To Private Facebook Group
Email Support
Last but definitely not least,
ACCOUNTABILITY (key to consistency)

Take advantage of Online Coaching now
and receive 10% OFF just for purchasing
the RWP Program.

https://builtbyplantscoaching.com/coaching-call

